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MID-COAST TROLLEY
EXTENSION PROJECT
MID-COAST TROLLEY
EXTENSION PROJECT TO
PROVIDE NUMEROUS
SUBCONTRACTOR AND
SUPPLIER JOBS

border and communities south of Downtown San
Diego all the way to University City.
Preliminary work is already underway and
includes relocating overhead and underground
utilities to make way for construction of the trolley
tracks and for the guideway on the aerial portion
of the route. Primary construction is expected
to start in the second half of 2016, with service
anticipated to begin in late 2021.
The project includes the construction of new
light rail transit tracks; traction power, signals, and

communications; four at-grade stations and five
aerial stations. The new stations will be constructed
at Tecolote Road, Clairemont Drive, Balboa
Avenue, Nobel Drive, VA Medical Center, Pepper
Canyon (serving the UCSD west campus), Voigt
Drive (serving the UCSD east campus), Executive
Drive and the new Westfield UTC transit center.
Current project construction activities include
wet utility line relocation and replacements in
the Pacific Beach, Clairemont and University City

MCTC Continues on Page 8

The 10.9 mile Mid-Coast Trolley Extension Project will extend
light rail service from Santa Fe Depot in Downtown San Diego
to the University City community, serving major activity centers
such as Old Town, the University of California San Diego
(UCSD), and Westfield University Town Center (UTC).

Article, Photos, and Renderings Provided
By Mid-Coast Transit Constructors
Preliminary construction is underway for the $2
billion Mid-Coast Trolley Extension Project. The San
Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) and the
contractor, Mid-Coast Transit Constructors (MCTC), the
project’s construction manager/general contractor
during preliminary construction activities, estimate
that the project will award $100 million in contracts
to Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) and Small
Business (SB) firms.
About the Project
A top priority for SANDAG is the 10.9 mile Mid-Coast
Trolley Extension Project that will extend light rail service
from Santa Fe Depot in Downtown San Diego to the
University City community, serving major activity centers
such as Old Town, the University of California San Diego
(UCSD), and Westfield University Town Center (UTC).
The transportation capacity in the corridor will be
expanded to improve access to growing employment,
education, and residential areas, accommodate
existing and future travel demand, and connect to
existing light rail service in Mission Valley, East County
and South County.
The Mid-Coast Trolley Extension will provide a vast
improvement to mobility in the region, connecting to
the existing regional rail system at the Old Town Transit
Center and Downtown San Diego at Santa Fe Depot.
As an extension of the existing Trolley Blue Line, it will
offer a one-seat (no transfer) ride from the international
6
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MCTC Continued from Page 7

are experts at self-performing rail and bridge
work, and over the past decade, the firms in the
joint venture have constructed more than 600
miles of track for passenger rail service. Their CM/
GC experience includes more than 30 rail transit
projects valued at more than $4.7 billion.

areas. This work includes potholing, trenching and
street excavations.
Half the cost of the project will come from
TransNet, the San Diego region’s voter-approved
half-cent sales tax for transportation. SANDAG
is seeking the second half of the funds from
the Federal Transit Administration’s New Starts
program.

Contract Opportunities
MCTC is committed to maximizing the
participation of small and disadvantaged firms
to benefit the community. SANDAG has provided
leadership and support in establishing goals
for DBE firm participation and objectives for SB
participation. The goal of both SANDAG and
MCTC has been to reach as many DBEs and
SBs as possible in order to meet or exceed the
project’s 11.3 percent DBE participation goal,
and 15 percent to 20 percent SB objective.
MCTC has implemented a comprehensive subcontractor outreach program to promote business
opportunities, engage small and disadvantaged
firms and solicit bids. MCTC has held several largescale open house events for potential bidders
to learn about upcoming opportunities and has
led several workshops to delve into topics like
bonding and how to bid. To date, $12 million has
been awarded/is pending award to DBEs across
36 subcontractors and suppliers.

Construction Manager/General Contractor
Delivery Method
In May 2014, SANDAG approved the contract
for the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension Project to a fullyintegrated joint venture, MCTC, which includes
the firms Stacy and Witbeck, Herzog and Skanska.
The contract, under the construction manager/
general contractor (CM/GC) project delivery
method, has allowed SANDAG to engage the
construction manager during the design process
to provide constructability input leading to
efficiencies in time and cost. This is the first CM/GC
project for SANDAG. Once plans are complete,
SANDAG and MCTC will negotiate a guaranteed
maximum price for the construction of the trolley
line, and SANDAG will have the option of moving
forward with MCTC or putting the project out to
bid.
MCTC includes heavy civil constructors
specializing in CM/GC contracting for rail projects.
The fully-integrated joint venture team members

8
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There are many opportunities for DBE
and small business subcontractors
and/or suppliers, including, but not
limited to, the following types of work:
•

Commercial and institutional
building construction

•

Water and sewer line and related
structures construction

•

Power and communication line and
related structures construction

•

Highway, street and bridge
construction

•

Other heavy and civil engineering
construction

•

Electrical contractors and other
wiring installation contractors

•

Other building equipment
contractors

•

Site preparation contractors

•

Office equipment merchant
wholesalers

•

Industrial machinery and equipment
merchant wholesalers

•

Telecommunications

•

Administrative management and
general management consulting
services

•

Environmental consulting services

•

Parking lots and garages
To register and view Requests for
Proposals, please visit www. MCTCJV.
com. The Vendor Portal is available at
https://www.planetbids.com/portal/
portal.cfm?CompanyID=20398.
CONTRACTOR NEWS
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P.S. It’s the law.
CONSTRUCTION LAW BY PAM SCHOLEFIELD

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105• SAN DIEGO, CA 92127 • TEL: 858.613.0888

WANT TO BE A DEVELOPER?
A PRIMER FOR THE FIRST TIMER

10

The
real
estate
and
construction industries seem
to be on the rise after several
years of decline. This may
present an opportune time for
many first-time small project
developers to realize their
dream.
With that in mind, I would
like to offer the following very
basic list of items any firsttime developer should keep
in mind when embarking on
a new venture. First, realize
that construction is an
extremely time consuming,
excruciatingly
detailed
process. If you are good
with that, then proceed with
caution.
Finding
an
Architect:
Assuming you have your
funding lined up, the first step
is to hire a qualified architect
who will provide the plans for
your project. This is not an area
in which you should attempt
to skimp. A good, complete
design could very well be
priceless. At the very least, a
good, complete design will
enhance the constructability
of your project and minimize
delays and change orders.
Interview architects who
CONTRACTOR NEWS

have experience in the
particular type of project
you want to develop. Meet
with the potential architects
in person to gain insight as to
their work ethic and style. A
good architect should also be
willing to provide you with an
estimate of what your project
may cost to build, as well as
offer suggestions of alternate
designs and materials to keep
within your budget. Make the
time to tour previous projects
and talk to the architects’
references. Obtain estimates
for the design of your project
from your top choices from
the potential architects.
Once you find the architect
with whom you believe you
can have a comfortable

JANUARY 2016

working relationship, insist
that you enter into a written
contract for the design
services. Make sure the
architect's scope includes
a complete design of all
components of the project.
And, include a list of extra
services and costs that are not
included in your architect's
basic services. Decide if you
want the architect to stay
involved during construction
and at what cost.
Also, make sure there is
a time-line as to when the
design will be completed. As
always, it is a good idea to
seek qualified legal counsel to
make sure that the contract
terms adequately protect
your interests.

info@contractor-news.com

The General Contractor:
Unless you have significant
construction experience, avoid
the temptation of being an
"owner-builder" even if you have
managed your own small-scale
office tenant improvements
or home renovations. Despite
the "can-do" attitude of the
entrepreneurial spirit within including the desire to save
costs by not having to pay a
general contractor's profit or
fee - don't do it. I know of no
projects where the owner/
developer saved quantifiable amounts by
acting as an owner/builder. Most of the time,
it just results in the separate subcontractors
pointing their fingers at each other – or at
you – for problems during construction. And
problems during construction is the one thing
that is guaranteed – it’s the nature of the
beast.
So, bite the bullet and hire a qualified general
contractor using the same qualification and

760.466.7790

selection process that you
use with the architect. Your
contractor should be able
to provide you with a cost
breakdown, or schedule of
values, which shows the total
contract price broken down
by subcontractor or trade. It
also should include line items
for contingency – if any, and
the contractor's overhead and
profit.
Most likely, your construction
lender will require you to submit
a schedule of values and it
should be an exhibit to the construction
contract. Another exhibit that should be
included with the construction contract is a
construction schedule showing when each
major phase of the project will be complete.
The construction contract itself should include
firm start and completion dates.
Because of the potential risks and large sum
of money involved with the construction of the
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project, it is essential to seek the assistance of
a qualified attorney to help you negotiate the
construction contract.
It is a small price to pay in comparison of
the investment in time and money you are
about to take on.
Here are just a few more of the items you
need to consider:
Insurance -- make sure the contract requires
adequate insurance by the contractor with
you named an additional insured. Consider
obtaining course of construction or builder's
risk insurance yourself.
Fund control and Lien Releases -- fund
control is a service that administers the
progress payments to the contractor and
subcontractors based on the percentage
completion for each trade. Most construction
lenders have either their own fund control or
hire a third party service to act as fund control.
Even if you are funding the project yourself, it
is a good idea to use a fund control unless you
are very good at book keeping and ensuring
the proper conditional and unconditional
lien releases from the general contractor and
every subcontractor and material supplier
are provided with each and every payment
application. For a relatively minor fee, fund
control will disburse a payment only when they
receive the proper supporting documents
and lien releases from the general contractor,
subcontractor and suppliers. Fund Controls
can also track the funds disbursed against
the cost breakdown and provide a variety of
financial reports.
Retention -- Include in the contract a hold
back 10% of each payment until the project
is completed and you confirm that all subs
and suppliers have been paid, or will be paid
from the retention proceeds. Use joint checks
for any sub or supplier who has not yet been
paid.
Change orders -- Expect them and have a
procedure in your contract to handle them.
Before the work is performed, always agree in
writing exactly what is to be done, what it will
cost and whether there is a time impact.
Plans and permits -- always require that the
permitted plans and inspection card remain
CONTRACTOR NEWS

on-site.
Mechanics' liens -- To avoid mechanics' liens
get conditional and unconditional releases
as described above from the contractor,
subs and suppliers at every pay period and
understand the purpose and importance of
these documents. Different forms are used
for Conditional and Unconditional Waivers
and Releases upon progress payments and
Conditional and Unconditional Waivers and
Releases upon final payment.
Notice of completion -- record a notice of
completion within 10 days of the completion
of the project. This sets the time limits for
mechanic's liens.
Warranties -- get all manufacturers'
warranties in writing.
O & M manuals -- require that your contractor
obtain operations and maintenance manuals
for equipment (HVAC systems, appliances,
spa and pool equipment, etc.)
As-built documentation -- Include in the
contract a requirement for the contractor
to keep a set of plans showing the "as-built"
condition of the project and changes to the
plans.
Being a developer can be a rewarding
experience, and a key to keeping it that way
is to not skimp on the professional services.
Put together the best team you possibly can,
including a qualified architect, contractor
and legal counsel. And, if you've done your
homework and selected a good general
contractor -- get out of their way and let them
do what they do best -- which is... build your
project.

To contact Pam, email:
info@construction-laws.com
General Disclaimer
The information in this article is based upon California law
and is for general information only. Any information or analysis
presented here is intended solely to inform and educate the
reader on general issues. Nothing presented or referenced to,
regarding facts, documents or applicable laws, constitutes
legal advice. Before acting or relying on any information,
including any information presented here, consult with a
qualified attorney for your specific situation.
Scholefield holds an active PE license in Colorado, an
undergraduate engineering degree from the University of
Florida, and received her JD from the University of San Diego.
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Scholefield Construction
Law Honored by NECA
San Diego Chapter as
the first Outstanding
Associate of the Year!

Award presented by Karen
Prescott-Loeffler To Pam Scholefield
at the NECA Installation event on
January 9, 2016

The Outstanding Associate of the year award was
created and the recipient
was chosen by the NECA
Board of Directors with the
criteria that the Associate
Member has made significant contributions to the industry, either through providing education, volunteerism,
committee
involvement,
sponsorships or advocacy
for the good of the industry.
Scholefield Law has been
a NECA Member since 2003
and has provided countless
hours of wise advice, strategic planning and have
calmed some nerves. Their
involvement in NECA and
the construction community
has been exceptional!
CNV congratulates our
long-time contributor
Scholefield Construction Law
on this outstanding award!
760.466.7790
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San Diego International Airport’s

Rental Car Center

November 2014

New Rental Car Center Opens on
San Diego International Airport’s North Side
Facility Consolidates Most Airport Rental Car Companies Under One Roof
Article Provided By San Diego International Airport
The new consolidated Rental Car Center
officially opened for business at San Diego International Airport [on January 20, 2016].
The 2-million-square-foot Rental Car Center
houses most of the rental car companies serving the airport, including national brands, as
well as local, independent and small business
rental car companies, in one central location
14
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off Pacific Highway.
The new facility replaces the group of
buildings on Harbor Drive that have for years
housed most rental car companies serving the
airport. In a related change, all rental car customers will be carried to and from the terminals in 16 new alternative-fuel shuttles owned
RENTAL CAR Continues on Page 16

Rental Car Center Fun Facts

• 2,063,714-square-foot facility that sits on a 25.5-acre site
• More than 325 tons of structural steel were used in constructing the facility
• Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of concrete were poured by more than 11,000 concrete trucks in the
construction of the facility
• Approximately 1,400 feet long – equivalent to more than four football fields
• Stands four levels (66 feet) high and 650 feet wide
• Accommodates parking of 5,400 rental cars
• 14 rental car brands will operate in the facility, which can accommodate up to 19 brands
• Space for an ±8,000-square-foot restaurant with occupancy for approximately 300 people
• Sixteen 25-passenger buses transport customers between the facility and the terminals
• 72 gas pump filling stations, so 72 cars can be refueled at one time
• 7 bio-swale ponds located around the building collect rain and water runoff used in operations

Public Art Displayed Facts
•
•
•
•

Swarm, by artist Amy Landesberg, is made up of 801 tail lights from Hyundai Elantra cars
Hive, by artist Amy Landesberg, is comprised of 2,200 side view mirrors from Ford F-150 truck models
MetroGnomes, by artist Christian Moeller, stand 54 feet tall and are made of steel, aluminum and electromagnets
[Coming in late 2016] Dazzle, by artist group Ueberall International, LLC, will feature 2,200 panels of an innovative
material called e-paper
CONTRACTOR NEWS
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Toolshed Welcomes a New Team Member—

RENTAL CAR Continued from Page 14

Mike Thomas

Mike Thomas comes to Toolshed with nearly 20 years experience in the
equipment business. He originally began working at Hawthorne Caterpillar
as a dispatcher, moving his way up to outside sales, then to operational
Manager for the Forklift/High Reach Department. When Hawthorne sold
off his division, he took a brief stint in the liquor industry before returning to
the equipment industry to work for Sunbelt.
He is happy to be back working for the Hawthorne family again, and many of Toolshed’s
staff, he’s known from working at Hawthorne and Sunbelt, so it makes for a comfortable fit.
“What I like about this industry is that it’s like a small community. We all know each other and
it makes it fun,” said Mike. “This is a great little company, even though I call it a little company,
they have more equipment than some of the larger companies do, and the staff makes it a
nice run organization.”
What Mike likes best about his job is meeting new people and the problem solving aspect.
“When someone asks what this job might need, and trying to match up the right equipment
with the right job,” Mike said. “I take a lot of pride in making sure I get it right the first time because it’s a very expensive mistake if you don’t.”
Mike grew up in Alaska, with a contractor father, and began working in mining as an equipment operator. He worked the gold mines in Colorado and Nevada, before a job brought
him out to California, which Hawthorne serviced the equipment they used. He met his wife out
here, and has been living in Vista for over 15 years.

and operated by the Airport Authority. This
fleet replaces the approximately 81 shuttles
now operated by the rental car companies.
“When I look at the new Rental Car Center,
I see a facility that does it all,” said San Diego
County Regional Airport Authority Board Chair
Robert Gleason. “It improves the customer experience from start to finish; it helps us maximize use of our 661-acre footprint in a sustainable way; and it bolsters the airport’s role as a
key economic driver.”
Moving the rental car companies to the
north side of the airport and consolidating
them into one building will dramatically reduce rental car traffic on Harbor Drive, as well
as the number of shuttle buses competing
with passengers getting to and from the airport.
The new shuttle buses will operate almost
exclusively on a new interior airport roadway.
“With this facility, we’re helping to ease
congestion on Harbor Drive while reducing
the airport’s overall carbon footprint,” said
Thella F. Bowens, the Airport Authority’s President/CEO.
The building, which is a candidate for LEED
Silver certification, also features three new
works of public art, with a fourth expected to
debut later this year.
Fourteen rental car company brands are
operating out of the facility, which can accommodate up to 19 brands in total. The facility has room for more than 5,000 cars.
The $316 million facility generated approximately 4,600 construction jobs, with $186 million in construction contracts going to local
businesses, of that $70.4 million went to small
businesses.
16
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AGC
Member

toolshedrentals.com

Like us on
Facebook!

OPEN AT 6:00 AM • OPEN SATURDAYS

Welcome our newest member to Team Toolshed!

Mike Thomas

Mike comes with over a decade in the equipment
rental business. Always energetic and ready to help with
your equipment rental and sales needs.
Mike can be reached at:
(760) 535-7872 (cell)
mthomas@toolshedrentals.com

OVER 300 MACHINES FOR RENT AND SALE
156 W. MISSION AVENUE• ESCONDIDO • CA • 92025 • (760) 743-6700
info@contractor-news.com

760.466.7790
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MEET
EDDIE SPRECCO

Incoming CEO of AGC
San Diego Chapter

Article and photo provided by AGC San Diego Chapter
The AGC San Diego Board of Directors announced in December the appointment of
Mr. Eddie Sprecco as the Chief Executive Officer of the Associated General Contractors
of America, San Diego Chapter, Inc. effective January 1, 2016. Mr. Sprecco, previously
AGC San Diego's Director of Engineering Construction and Industry Relations, succeeds Jim
Ryan who had served as CEO since 2000. Mr.
Ryan will continue with the AGC on a parttime basis through 2017 and will be responsible for AGC's Labor Relations efforts including
negotiations and compliance assistance.
Eddie Sprecco grew up in a large construction family in East County San Diego. After
graduating from El Capitan High School in
Lakeside, he enrolled at U.C. Davis to study
Civil and Environmental Engineering. His career path took a turn when an internship for
an Assemblymember piqued his interest in
politics and public policy. According to Sprecco, his unique educational background has
been an asset.
"I went to college to stay in the family business and build bridges. It was circumstance
that I ended up so near the State Capitol.
Once I realized the impact legislators had on
California, for better and for worse, I knew I
wanted to work in this arena. My course work
in Engineering, Economics and Political Science definitely came in handy in Sacramento
and has been helpful at the AGC."
Upon graduation, Sprecco was hired into
a permanent staff position and eventually
served as Legislative Director. Sprecco was
the campaign manager for his boss' suc18
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cessful race for State Senate, a move that
enabled him to relocate back to Southern
California. Over the coming years he would
manage state and local campaigns with a
focus on Orange County, Inland Empire and
San Diego.
Despite his campaign work, Sprecco calls
politics a "necessary evil" and favors the
post-campaign work including his service
to multiple state legislators as District Director and as Land Use Advisor to a San Diego
County Supervisor. “I like being able to work
directly with constituents to break through unnecessary roadblocks that come from government at all levels. Of course, if you don’t
have the right elected officials and policies in
place that can be tough.”
Sprecco expects lobbying and political action to be a continued focus of the Chapter
during his tenure as CEO. He lists Stormwater
Liability, Project Labor Agreements and Infrastructure Funding as key issues that will garner
the most resources. “AGC represents over
1,000 member firms - large and small, union
and non-union. They would prefer to focus on
competing for work and completing successful projects, but cannot ignore the hazards
that politics and policies create. As the Voice
of the Construction Industry, AGC will be even
more engaged on these fronts to make sure
there is a level playing field for all.”
While political action gets a lot of attention,
membership services will be the main focus of
the incoming CEO. Sprecco plans to expand
upon the education program at the AGC, with
particular attention to courses at the new Fall

JANUARY 2016
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Protection Campus in Sorrento Valley. “Safety
is crucial. Instructors at the new facility will not
only train the workers in the field, but certify
competent trainers to go out and teach safe
practices to a broader audience,” he said.
Also on the agenda are plans to promote
careers in the industry to the next generation. “AGC has an excellent Apprenticeship
program, safety program, continuing education program, and also supports various college programs including SDSU’s Construction
Engineering and Management. We have to
engage students as early as middle school to
speak to the many opportunities for well-paying and fulfilling careers in construction. With
the programs available today at AGC, a person can walk in off the street and get the skills
to be a carpenter, foreman, project manager, or company owner - all without student
loans.”
Sprecco has also been involved in the Con-

struction Leadership Council (CLC), a group
of next generation leaders at the AGC crucial
to the future success of the industry. “There is
a large generational gap in construction. The
CLC has been great at engaging up-andcomers and getting them involved in leadership roles. Future efforts will focus on sharing
the institutional knowledge from retiring industry leaders to the professionals following in
their footsteps.”
While there will be a formal recruitment
drive in 2016, Sprecco predicts that continued
focus on programs and services will be the
true driver of membership growth. “This chapter has done an excellent job of attracting
and retaining members, even in down times.
The AGC has a lot to offer new companies
entering the growing industry.”
Sprecco is engaged to Danielle Stevens,
the Controller for her family’s local construction company.

Congratulations Eddie!

760.466.7790
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GET
NOTICED

Make us apart of your marketing strategy

The Voice of the Construction Industry
With 3 different magazines, Contractor News covers all local
construction related stories and news. Advertising with us is
a great way to brand your business, and get your company
seen by a wide variety of construction industry professionals.
Call today to see how we can help!

CNV: A Monthly
Magazine that covers
all things construction.
From local projects,
to advice on legal
matters, CNV has it all!
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AGC Constructor: A
bi-monthly Magazine
that covers AGC news,
events, and information
crucial to AGC San
Diego members.

(760)
466-7790 NEWS
CONTRACTOR

NECA Magazine: A
quarterly magazine
providing its members
an in-depth look at the
energy that powers
San Diego.
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Our Readers
Licensed Contractors
Subcontractors
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Developers
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Government Officials
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WHAT CREATES
SUCCESSFUL MARKETING
IMPLEMENTATION
By: Terry Kramer

Kramer Management Consulting
PHONE: (480) 824-8194 EMAIL: tkramer@k-advise.com

Most construction firms have been desperately seeking the most advantageous
approaches to acquire work within the past 4-5 years. Some companies have
reached out for assistance with work acquisition and others have attempted to
implement work acquisition programs on their own. Given that there are a multitude
of project lead source resources available, one could conclude that either these
resources don’t work or that construction firms do not know how to utilize them.
Blindly Throwing Good Money at Expansion
Surprisingly enough, too many of the top
U.S. construction firms have been lost when
it comes to marketing strategies and project
leads, whether these tasks are outsourced or
performed in-house. Let’s start with a laundry
list of failed expansion attempts: 1) Expansions
to the mid-Atlantic region because there
were significant projects available. Result:
Branch losses of $10M over a few years. 2) An
expansion to Texas because a client offered 1
project to build. Result: Branch losses of $2-3M
over a few years. 3) An expansion to Southern
California because a Manager liked it there
and the company knew an architect. Result:
Branch loss of $1M within 1 year. 4) An expansion to the Southwest U.S. because an Executive wanted a Field Manager to be promoted.
Result: Branch losses of $1-2M over a few years.

22

The commonalities were obvious in these expansion scenarios; No market research was
performed, No contact databases were built,
No business environmental assessments were
made (local & regional business habits), No
competitor analysis was conducted, No budgets were prepared, No market penetration
strategies were deployed, No organizational
assessments were made to select the best
Branch Managers, NIH Syndrome (Not Invented Here) - In each case, companies made
the same erroneous cost/benefit trade-off deCONTRACTOR NEWS

cisions which decided that outsourcing these
expansion tasks cost too much money, and
these 4 companies lost a cumulative $16M.
The Marketing Strategy Conundrum
There are still more work acquisition problems that construction firms experience beyond expansion attempts, and that is with
the basic in-house work acquisition strategies.
These companies got it right because of outsourced assistance. Here are some examples:
1) An East Coast engineering firm with multiple offices thought expanding services would
grow the company because of substantial
revenue declines, when only 20% of current
branch offices offered the full slate of services.
Result: Rolled out marketing for complete service offerings & hired the technical personnel at each branch office to drive revenue
growth per service.
2) A Southwest construction firm’s revenues
had dropped by 60% and the company was
not aware of successful or non-performing services offered per office and division, nor how
to leverage marketing leads among subsidiaries. Result: A comprehensive review of service
offerings, how to market them, a determination of profitable business units, and a plan to
integrate and leverage services.
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3) A Midwest contractor’s revenues had dropped by 1/3 and the company had not instituted
national work acquisition programs for each revenue stream. The company spent $3M over
3-4 years on work acquisition personnel to come up with nothing. Result: There were organizational changes made within the Work Acquisition Group before national marketing programs
were created.
The commonalities were not as obvious with Marketing Strategies as it was with the expansion scenarios:
• The inability to see the big picture and to create a grand vision
• Lack of skill-sets to carry out national marketing programs • The “frog in warm water” syndrome where the water boils and just about kills these companies
• Infrequent executive meetings and lack of urgency to address the work acquisition problems
• Mis-guided investments, limited investments, and failure to measure Marketing ROI
• The wrong leadership and also insufficient leadership
• A mis-constructed company culture that failed to incorporate a “get work” mentality and
value for Work Acquisition personnel
• Similar NIH Syndrome (Not Invented Here) as above
• These 3 companies missed out on hundreds of millions in revenues and tens of millions in
profits that they should have acquired.
Marketing Implementation Contrast: Success & Failure
Quite often, discussing branch expansion and national marketing programs does not address
all of the work acquisition issues across a varied and fragmented construction industry. Here
are 2 recent, contrasting examples of mid-sized companies:
Key Points to Implementation
President is Marketing-Oriented

Company #1 Success
Yes

Company #2 Failure
No

Marketing Personnel Possessed
Industry & Technical Knowledge

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Company Is Customer ServiceOriented

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Existing Customer Database

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Existing Marketing Tools

Yes and Sought To Improve

No but developed a few tools

Pursued New Project Leads

Yes

No but did eventually create

Recognized in Industry &
Community

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Identifiable Unique Selling Points

Yes and Sought To Improve

No but initial attempts made

Tries to Sell Price Focus

No

Yes

Negotiated Work

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Planned Ahead

Yes – Saw Changes in the Market and
Responded

No – Waited 1.5 Years and Then
Hit the Panic Button

Acquired New Contracts

Yes – quickly negotiated a group of
new projects with solid profits

Yes – but hard bid projects that
lost money
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NEWS
TWINS BATTLING RARE
CANCER GETS ROLLER
COASTER CONSTRUCTION
TOUR

11-year-old twins from Sacramento,
CA received a tour of a new roller
coaster being constructed at Six Flags
Discovery Kingdom in Vallejo. One of
the twins, Patrick is a roller coaster
enthusiast and wants to design
and build them when he gets older.
Diagnosed at age 1 with Cystinosis, a
rare genetic disease, the twins were
relieved to be able to have some fun
and not focus on their health issues.
The Joker roller coaster is taking over
an older wooden coaster, Roar, and is
scheduled to open in the spring.

Both of these companies were provided
the same consulting services and paid the
same amount of fees, so the disparity in outcomes can be viewed as surprising. The simple answer for success is not always providing
sufficient project leads, marketing tools, and
marketing infrastructure guidance to a construction firm, as similar results do not always
follow. It is important to note that in the failed
outcome, the construction firm over-rated the
company’s strengths, situation, and personnel. On the other hand, the successful firm was
humble and underestimated the company’s
strengths and abilities. Despite different sets of
circumstances, the industry norm is to accept
full blame for failures while not being given
much credit for successes. The key take-away
is that construction firms must have an existing
marketing capability foundation to accelerate implementation on their own in order to
be successful with marketing, or it will take a
lot of out-sourced time, effort, and money to
create work acquisition success as compared
to other companies. The failed outcome was
definitely a case of “not knowing what you
don’t know”.

A section of interesting construction
related news from around the US

ELON MUSK’S HYPERLOOP
BECOMING A REALITY

CATERPILLAR ANNOUNCES
REMOTE-CONTROLLED
Plans to construct a Hyperloop is SKID STEER
underway in Quay Valley, CA. Hyperloop
Transportation Technologies (HTT)
announced its breaking ground
on a 5-mile test track. Elon Musk,
managing both Tesla and SpaceX,
proposed the vacuum tube high-speed
passenger transportation system in
2013. The company hopes to create
a system that can travel faster than
the speed of sound, at a potential of
760mph, and at a lower cost of any
current or purposed technologies. The
short-term goal is to get passengers
from San Francisco, to Los Angeles in
30 Minutes.

Caterpillar has joined with TORC Robotics to provide its customers the ability
to use RemoteTask™ control system
with their Cat® D-Series Skid Steer,
Multi-Terrain and Compact Track Loaders. The system allows operators to
control the machines from as far away
as 1,000ft. Caterpillar recognized
that this system can help in hazardous
tasks and environments. RemoteTask
allows the remote operator fast and
smooth response time like in-cab operation. It even mimics controls inside
the equipment to allow easy transition
for remote control.

—Our thanks to Terry Kramer, President of
Kramer Management Consulting. He has
been consulting within the construction
industry for over 25 years, and focuses
on profitable strategic management of
construction companies. Reach him at 480824-8194, or e-mail at tkramer@k-advise.com
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ENHANCE MOTIVATION AND
PROFITABILITY WITH BONUSES
FOR PROJECT TEAMS
By: Gelman LLP

1940 East 17th Street Santa Ana, CA 92705 Phone: (714) 667-2600
Email: info@gelmanllp.com Website: http://gelmanllp.com

As an employer, you want effective job
managers who think on their feet. By the same
token, your foremen want to please you because you're the one who pays them each
week.
At the crossroads of your needs and your
supervisors' desires is a project team performance bonus system, which can help insure
your projects' profitability and your workers'
motivation.
What Makes a Good Bonus System?
The primary element of a good performance pay system is a willingness to put your
Bonus Thoughts
The cost of a good bonus is always less
than the amount of money it saves by
improving project performance.
You want to foster a spirit of jobsite
innovation and personalized effort on
your projects. It will set your company
apart from your competitors.
money where your mouth is. Job profits rule
the game. Without them -- if your jobs lose
money -- you have no office, no employees,
and no wages! So make your intentions clear
-- reward workers if certain deliverables are
met.
The motivational force at work is employees knowing that a bonus is coming for good
work. So tell them... but be discreet. A bonus
will not go to waste, because you decide how
much to award and on what projects.
26
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Who Should You Reward?
Not everyone on a good project should get
a monetary bonus. That would be impossible.
The top one or two people, say the project
manager in charge and the main superintendent or foreman should be rewarded -- especially if there are difficult jobsite logistics that
can't be controlled from the office.
Examples of difficult jobsite logistics that
could warrant a second tier foreman's bonus
(in addition to the project manager) are:
• If there is a crane or specialized, highcost piece of equipment onsite.
• If there is a scissor lift that requires timing
and coordination because it must be
moved frequently.
• If there is equipment that can only fit one
or two men workers at a time.
• If equipment must be shared among different trades.
If none of these conditions apply, the project manager who is fully in charge of a particularly profitable project should be given
a cash bonus in proportion to the amount
of money you make. Remember that net income on projects is directly proportional to
the skill and effort that is put in by the people running the jobs. What motivates them to
watch your back? Money!
If the managers know they will be rewarded for better projects' financial performance,
the best of them will find ways to improve that
very financial performance in order to bring
home their bonuses.
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What Should a Bonus Be Based On?
The classic conditioning model of famed psychoanalyst B.J. Skinner dictates that people will
do whatever produces a reward for them -- and they will keep doing it as long as it continues
producing a reward.
In fact, your ability to control the entire financial outcome of your projects is limited only by
your ability to measure the very financial performance you want to encourage. And what
could be better for your firm than lower payroll cost, less material waste, and projects that end
on time!
If you can measure the projects' financial performance, then you can encourage improvement. Here are some metrics to help motivate your crews.

Some Sample Performance Metrics

Pure Profitability

equals

=

Average Net Cash Flows

equals

=

Revised Contract minus Total Costs
Revised Contract

Sum of the Months' Net Cash Flows
Number of Months Span of Project

Just make sure to inform project managers along the way how they are faring, so they have
time to do better. But all performance metrics used to calculate bonuses should be measured
at the project's substantial completion.
Consult with your accounting professional or tax adviser to better identify these and other
performance metrics. This will help make your projects more profitable.
How Much Should You Award Key Players?
Think of the amount of cash to award your best job managers as having a "floor" and a
"ceiling." This chart can help you decide how much to reward managers for excellent work on
a project.
Bonus Calculation
Bonus Floor

About two days' pay is generally the smallest amount needed to
recognize a project manager for significant performance.

Bonus Ceiling

Never award so much that you jeopardize a project's overall profitability

The exact dollar amount for a bonus in any particular situation depends on factors such as:
Available company cash flows;
Proximity to the holidays;
Shared or individual responsibility over the project; and
History of bonuses given to the individual.
Consult regularly with your accounting and tax advisers to stay on top of project performance trends and techniques. It can help increase cash flow and reduce your costs and
income tax liabilities.
•
•
•
•

About Gelman LLP
Gelman LLP was established in 1983. The firm serves hundreds of business and individual clients
throughout Southern California. We are committed to providing superior audit, accounting, tax, and
business advisory services in a manner that is timely, professional and personal. As a local firm, with
national and international resources, Gelman LLP attracts talented and experienced staff members
who provide clients with service that exceeds expectations.
For more information,
visit http://gelmanllp.com
760.466.7790
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